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Abstract: We study strategic voting in a setting where voters choose from three options and Condorcet cycles may occur. We introduce in the electorate heterogeneity in preference intensity by allowing voters to differ in the extent to which they value the three options. Three information conditions are tested: uninformed, in which voters know only their own preference ordering and the own benefits from each option; aggregate information, in which in addition they know the aggregate realized distribution of the preference orderings and full information, in which they also know how the relative importance attributed to the options are distributed within the electorate. As a general result, heterogeneity seems to decrease the level of strategic voting in our experiment compared to the homogenous preference case that we study in a companion paper. Both theoretically and empirically (with data collected in a laboratory experiment), the main comparative static results obtained for the homogenous case carry over to the present setting with preference heterogeneity. Moreover, information about the realized aggregate distribution of preferences seems to be the element that best explains observed differences in voting behavior. Additional information about the realized distribution of preference intensity does not yield significant further changes.
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1. Introduction

Voting is a means of collective decision making that is observed at all levels of society, ranging from family decisions on where to spend the day to large-scale nationwide elections. Using plurality rule to jointly make a decision comes naturally. For example, if subjects in a laboratory experiment are asked to make a group decision and no decision rule is specified, they naturally arrive at plurality rule as a means to make a group decision [1]. Plurality rule has the appealing intuition that it provides a straightforward way to reach the decision that “is preferred by most”. This intuition fails, however, if (some) people do not vote for their most preferred outcome but, instead, vote strategically for a less preferred option. The reason to do so may be to avoid even less-preferred outcomes from receiving most votes. Strategic voting is an important phenomenon that has been studied theoretically, empirically and experimentally [2–6].

In a previous companion study ([7]; henceforth TS11) we investigated strategic voting in an environment where Condorcet cycles may occur. In particular, we were interested in the effects of information about the distribution of preferences across voters. That study also varied the relative importance of the second preferred option. Our results showed high levels of strategic voting. An important limitation of the previous study is that it assumes that electorates are homogenous in the relative importance attributed to the second option. This means that every voter attributes the same utility to the second most preferred option (and also the same for the most and least preferred options). Of course, the particular option that a voter ranks as second, varied across the electorate. We then compared electorates where voters attributed relatively high value to the second option (i.e., for every voter, there was a good second best) to electorates where the second option was relatively bad (voters had a lot to lose if their most preferred option was not chosen).

In this paper, we consider the complementary case of electorates with preferences that are heterogeneous in the relative importance attributed to the second most preferred option. For ease of presentation, we refer to these as “heterogeneous preferences”.¹ In a general sense, heterogeneity in preferences has been shown to be important in explaining economic and political behavior including social preferences [8,9], risk and time preferences [10], the perception of national economic conditions [11] and electoral choices [12]. Note that this literature provides little guidance as to what to expect for heterogeneity as we apply it, however. The interaction between strategic voting and preference heterogeneity has to the best of our knowledge not been considered before. To obtain insights into its effects, we study preference heterogeneity both theoretically and in a controlled laboratory environment. TS11 (pp. 3–4) provide a discussion of the merits of laboratory experimentation in this research area. Two important advantages of laboratory control are that it (i) provides direct and unbiased information about voters’ (induced) preference orderings over the alternatives; and (ii) allows for a systematic study of the causes and consequences of strategic voting in an environment where preference orderings are clearly defined and known to the experimenter.

¹ Note, however, that preferences in TS11 are also heterogeneous in the sense that different voters have distinct induced preferences over outcomes. Nevertheless, we refer to preferences in TS11 as “homogenous” because voters attribute the same relative importance to the intermediate option.
As an illustration of why heterogeneity may matter, consider a voter, A, who supports the a-priori least popular alternative (i.e., the alternative with least support if everyone votes sincerely). Assume that A attributes high value to the intermediate option. In the heterogeneous case, the other players with the same preference ordering as A attribute, on average, lower value to the second option than in the homogenous case (because—contrary to the homogenous case—some attribute low value to it). Hence, the probability that these other players will vote strategically is lower in the heterogeneous case. In turn, this reduces for A the expected value of voting strategically. In other words, preference heterogeneity will reduce strategic voting by supporters of the least popular alternative.\footnote{This is formalized as behavioral prediction #7, below.}

Our theory and experiment build on the model developed in TS11. They are set in an environment characterized by plurality rule and mandatory voting. With homogeneous preferences, our theoretical results (supported by experimental data) predicted strategic voting, with its extent increasing in the availability of information about others’ preferences, and in the relative importance given to one’s second best candidate. It is possible, however, that such results do not carry over to an environment with heterogeneous preferences. This is the main question we will pursue here. In particular, we investigate the impact of heterogeneity within and across information settings.

As a general result, heterogeneity seems to decrease the level of strategic voting in our experiment. A possible explanation is that when the complexity of the environment increases, voters are more likely to replace rather complicated strategies by more simple heuristics, such as voting sincerely [13,14]. Moreover, our previously found comparative static results for information are robust to preference heterogeneity. Note that information has two components in this context: (i) the aggregate distribution of voters with respect to the preference ordering; and (ii) the intensity of preferences within each group. Under homogeneous preferences, when (i) is known, then (ii) is also known. Expanding the original model to allow for heterogeneous preferences makes it possible to inform voters about the aggregate distribution of preference ordering (i) without giving information on the intensity of preferences (ii). This allows us to isolate the effects of the two types of information. Our experimental data show that information about the aggregate distribution of preferences is the more important element in explaining observed differences across treatments in voting behavior.

This remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The next section presents the model, its theoretical analysis and derives testable behavioral predictions. Section 3 introduces the experimental design and procedures and is followed by the results in Section 4. Section 5 concludes.

2. The Model

The model extends the specification in TS11. Each voter $i = 1, ..., N$ has a strict preference ordering over three alternatives, denoted by $A, B, C$ and is required to cast exactly one vote for an alternative. Voters are assumed to maximize (expected) utility, which is determined by the elected alternative. Plurality rule determines the winner, with ties broken by an equal probability random draw. The utility of each voter is set according to the rank of the elected alternative. If her preferred, intermediate or least preferred alternative is elected she receives $u^b_i, u^m_i, u^l_i$ or respectively. Note that (contrary to our companion paper) these utilities may vary across individuals. Normalizing by setting
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$u^b_i = 10$ and $u^i_i = 1$, each voter’s preferences are characterized by $u^m_i$, the utility she attributes to the intermediate option.

Before each election, all voters’ preferences and value of $u^m_i$ are determined randomly, independently across voters and voting periods. While the own preference ordering and $u^m_i$ value are revealed to the voter by nature at the beginning of each period, the extent of information about the electorate’s preferences and $u^m_i$ values are also variables in the model. An electorate is therefore, characterized by the number of voters, probability distributions of preference orderings and $u^m_i$ values, and by the amount of pre-election information.

Because we are not interested in specific characteristics of the distinct options, we focus on a game in which every voter has an a priori symmetric problem regardless of her preference ordering. We therefore restrict the possible preferences to $\{(A, B, C); (B, C, A); (C, A, B)\}$, in which the listed order represents the preference ordering. Preference orderings are randomly chosen from this set. Note that these preferences typically form a Condorcet cycle potentially giving rise to strategic behavior.

We consider two values for the intermediate option $u^m_i$. A low value $u^m_i = 3$ indicates a low relative importance of one’s second best option compared to the best option and, thus a high intensity of preference. A high value $u^m_i = 8$ reflects a high importance and low intensity of preference. With homogeneous preferences as in TS11, in a given electorate all voters have either a low or high value. In the heterogeneous setting studied here, each voter has either a low or high value with equal probability.

Finally, three distinct levels of information will be of interest: (i) in an uninformed setting, aside from their own values, voters know only the electorate size, the prior probability distribution of preference orderings, the prior distribution of the intensity of preferences and the own preference ordering and intensity. With the latter information, the voter can update the probability distributions using Bayes’ rule and use this to calculate the probability of being pivotal given others’ strategies. Then, she can compute the expected payoff differences between voting for her best, second

---

3 As an anonymous reviewer pointed out, the term ‘uninformed’ is somewhat inaccurate, because voters do have uniform priors over the preferences of others. We maintain the term to clearly label the three treatments.
best or for the least preferred alternative. The QRE Model captures the pivotal probabilities since in its computation only the differences in expected payoff matter, rendering all non-pivotal situations as irrelevant (for details, see Appendix A in TS11).

In line with the previous literature (e.g., [19–21]) we define a sincere vote as a vote for one’s preferred option and a strategic vote as a vote for one’s second best option. We consider the QRE for electorates with 12 voters, which corresponds to the numbers in our experiments. Figure 1 shows the probabilities of voting strategically and sincerely on the principal branch of the Multinomial Logit Correspondence (MLC) for the game without information. For the noise parameter in QRE (denoted by $\mu$) we will concentrate on the range $\mu \in [0.4; 0.8]$. This is the range estimated to fit previous laboratory data on voter participation ([16]).

**Figure 1. Multinomial Logit Correspondence (Uninformed Setting).**

![Graph showing probabilities of voting strategically and sincerely for high and low values of the intermediate option, for the 12-voter case.](image)

*Notes.* Lines show the principal branch of the MLC for high ($u_i^m = 8$) and low ($u_i^m = 3$) values of the intermediate option, for the 12-voter case.

The figure shows that as $\mu$ decreases (corresponding to a decreasing influence of noise in the decision), behavior converges for each voter type to a Bayes-Nash Equilibrium in which all voters vote sincerely. Therefore, a fully rational analysis predicts no difference in behavior across different utilities attributed to the intermediate option. In contrast, when behavior is noisy ($\mu > 0$), the equilibrium...

---

4 We assume that preferences are self-interested. Though social preferences may affect voting ([22,23]) introducing them here would seriously complicate the analysis. We therefore leave this extension as an interesting avenue for later research.

5 The principal branch of the Multinomial Logit Correspondence is defined and explained in [15]. In particular, see their Theorem 3. See our companion paper (TS11) for details on how the concept is applied to the problem at hand. Here, we note some of its advantages. First, it provides (in the limit) a refinement of Nash by providing a (generally) unique selection from the set of Nash equilibria (cf. Appendix A). Second, this selection is intuitive as it is based on the limit as behavioral noise reduces to zero. Third, the principal branch here has the intuitive characteristic that players of the same type play symmetric strategies.
probability of a strategic vote is higher for voters with a high value for the intermediate option. This predicted (equilibrium) behavior of voters in the heterogeneous setting is precisely the same as we found for the homogenous case in our companion paper (see Figure 1A in TS11). This follows from the symmetry of the game: the equal probabilities of orderings interacts with the equal probabilities of intensity of preferences such that, with only prior information, a player’s better response depends only on her own intensity of preferences. Two behavioral predictions follow. First, a voter is more likely to vote strategically when her intermediate option value is high. Second, theory predicts no difference in behavior when comparing uninformed voters under homogeneous versus heterogeneous settings.

Consider next the settings with information. Voters know the aggregate distribution of preferences and may or may not know the realized distribution of the intensity of preferences. For an illustration, consider the cases that can serve as direct comparison for the a priori expected situation. With aggregate information this is the equal split on the preference orderings (\(i.e.,\) four voters with each preference ordering). With full information this corresponds to the equal split on preference orderings and on intensity of preferences (\(i.e.,\) two voters of each group have \(u_i^m = 3\) and two have \(u_i^m = 8\)). As information increases, the uncertainty about the situation is reduced. Figure 2 depicts these two scenarios.

First notice that with information and high importance of the intermediate option the limiting QRE does not comprise sincere voting. The equilibrium converges to a mixed strategy profile in which a strategic vote happens with 24% and 21% respectively for the aggregate and full information cases. Second, notice how similar the two cases are. This seems to indicate that the aggregate information about preferences, which is the common element, is the key to understanding behavior in the model. Of course, the cases depicted in Figure 2 are just one of the possible realizations. Figure 3 depicts the average behavior across all possible realizations (weighted by the probability of a realization occurring).

Qualitatively, the results are similar to those in Figure 2. Notice that now in all cases the limiting average Nash equilibrium is a mixed profile. Specifically, for the low (high) intermediate values it converges to 23% (32%) for the aggregate and 23% (29%) for the full information case. Three behavioral predictions can be made. First, as in the uninformed case, the probability of a strategic vote is increasing in the importance given to the second best option. Second, a comparison with the homogenous case in TS11 (in particular, Figure 3) shows that—as in the uninformed case—controlling for the intensity of preferences, there is no effect of heterogeneity on average behavior. Third, if preference orderings are known, information about other’s intensities of preferences does not affect strategic behavior. Comparing Figures 1 and 3 suggests one additional behavioral prediction, namely that more strategic voting is expected with information than without.

---

6 As pointed out by an anonymous reviewer, it may seem surprising that strategic voting can occur in equilibrium when voters have diffuse priors over others’ preferences. Note however that the Nash equilibrium involves no strategic voting. It is the introduction of noisy behavior (and responses to others’ noisy choices) that yields strategic voting. Moreover, a rational voter takes expectations over the possible realizations. For a voter with low intermediate value it is in most pivotal cases to her advantage to vote sincerely. For a voter with high intermediate value there are more cases in which strategic vote would be beneficial. This explains why the high value correspondence moves away more sharply from sincere voting.
Figure 2. Multinomial Logit Correspondence (Informed Settings).

Notes. Lines show the principal branch of the MLC for high \( u_i^m = 8 \) and low \( u_i^m = 3 \) values of the intermediate option, varying in the extent of information available. For each of the preference orderings, there are four voters. In the left panel voters know the realized aggregate distribution of preference orderings (i.e., how many people have the ordering ABC, how many have BCA and how many have CAB), but they only know the distribution of intensity of preferences. In the right panel voters also know the realized intensities. In both cases there are four voters with each of the preference orderings. In the right panel, two voters attribute high value to the intermediate option and two attribute low value.

Figure 3. Average Multinomial Logit Correspondence (Informed Settings).

Notes. Lines show the weighted average (across all preference configurations) of the principal branch of the MLC for high \( u_i^m = 8 \) and low \( u_i^m = 3 \) values of the intermediate option, varying in the extent of information available. In the left panel voters know the realized aggregate distribution of preference orderings, but only the distribution of intensity of preferences. In the right panel voters also know the distribution of intensity of preferences. The average is across all possible combinations of preference orderings, weighted by the probabilities with which they occur.

With information voters know the realized distribution of preferences. As a consequence, they know how many voters share their preferences and how this compares to the number of voters with the
other two preference orderings. We define “Rank-Types” according to how a voter’s most preferred candidate then ranks. “Rank 1st” have the highest preference for the candidate with the largest sincere support; “Rank 2nd” (“Rank 3rd”) have the second (lowest) sincere support. Figure 4 shows, for the informed settings, the probability of a strategic vote with voters grouped by Rank-Type and intensity of preferences. It includes the homogeneous cases for completeness (this graph is not given in TS11). Rank 1st voters are not included, because they predominantly vote sincerely, in equilibrium.

**Figure 4.** Strategic Voting by Rank-Type.

![Graph showing strategic voting by rank-type](image)

**Notes.** Lines show the weighted average of the principal branch of the MLC, across information treatments, including the (full information) homogeneous case from TS11 for completeness. Panels distinguish among the possible combinations of Rank-Type and value of the intermediate option (as indicated below the panel). The average is across all possible combinations of preference orderings, weighted by the probabilities with which they occur. Cases where groups are tied for Rank 2nd are not included in the graph.

---

7 We deal with ties as follows. In case all three preference orderings are equally likely, all voters are ranked 1st. If two candidates have the same level of sincere support, the candidate (of these two) that is preferred by the supporters of the third candidate is ranked 1st. Supporters of the other candidate are ranked 2nd and the remaining voters are ranked 3rd. In case of a tie for second place, all voters for these two candidates are ranked 2nd.

8 We plot the probabilities for $\mu \in [0,1]$. For $\mu > 1$, there is little difference across information treatments and all cases converge monotonically to 1/3.
First notice that when grouping by Rank-Type, the probability of a strategic vote is still increasing in the value of the intermediate option (with the exception of the comparative statics for Rank 2nd under homogeneous preferences). Next, notice that as the literature suggests\footnote{Duverger’s law suggests that supporters of the trailing candidate are more likely to change their vote towards the leading candidates. See, e.g., \cite{24–26}.}, Rank 3rd voters are more likely to cast a strategic vote. Distinct behavior, however, is predicted when comparing across information settings, keeping constant the Rank-Type and intensity of preference (i.e., within panel). For Rank 3rd voters and high value of the intermediate option the introduction of heterogeneity reduces the likelihood of a strategic vote. This is in line with intuition, since the attractiveness of a strategic vote (i.e., its expected value) is related to the expected behavior of other voters with the same preference ordering. If these players attribute, on average, lower value to the second option, their probability of a strategic vote is smaller, which in turn should reduce the equilibrium behavior of voters with a high value. This comparative static is reversed when considering Rank 2nd voters with high value. This may be an equilibrium response to the reactions by Rank 3rd voters to the heterogeneity. Finally, for voters with a low value of the intermediate option the effect of heterogeneity is exactly the opposite of their high value counterpart, but the effect is small.

2. Behavioral Predictions

The experiments to be described below study strategic voting and its interaction with information and preference heterogeneity. Summarizing the analysis from the previous sub-section, the following behavioral predictions will be tested:

(1) The probability of strategic voting is increasing in the value attributed to the intermediate option, for all information settings (Figures 1, 3 and 4).

(2) Without information, there is no effect of heterogeneity on the probability of strategic voting (Figure 1 in comparison to TS11).

(3) With information, there is no effect of heterogeneity on average behavior (Figure 3 in comparison to TS11).

(4) Information about other’s intensities of preferences does not affect strategic behavior if preference orderings are known (Figure 3).

(5) The probability of strategic voting is higher with information than without (Figure 1 vs. Figure 3).

(6) With information, Rank 3rd voters vote more strategically than other Rank-Types Figure 4).

(7) Heterogeneity decreases the probability of strategic voting of Rank 3rd voters with high intermediate value (Figure 4).

(8) Heterogeneity increases the probability of strategic voting of Rank 2nd voters with high intermediate value (Figure 4).

3. Experimental Design

The experimental design aims at studying the effect of preference heterogeneity on the decision to vote, when the relative importance of the intermediate option and the extent of information are varied. Appendix B provides a sample of the experimental instructions.
The electorate is fixed during a session and consists of 12 voters. A session consists of 40 elections, which are called “rounds”. The number of rounds is unknown to participants. There are 3 preference orderings, {(A, B, C); (B, C, A); (C, A, B)}, which are assigned with equal probability to each subject. There is a new draw of preferences before every election, independently across subjects and elections. In every election each subject is required to cast one vote for A, B or C. Plurality rule determines the winner, with ties broken by equal probability random draw. Subjects are paid in each round according to the rank of the winner in their own preference ordering. A subject is paid 10 points if the winner is ranked first and 1 point in case it is ranked last. To obtain preference heterogeneity, the value paid in case the winner is the intermediate option is also randomly drawn. Prior to the election, at the individual level and independently across subjects and elections, it takes either the value 3 or 8 with 50% probability each. All this is common knowledge. Aggregate election results are shown to every subject after every election.

We vary information across treatments in a between-subject design. The three treatments vary in the amount of information voters have about each other’s preferences. In all treatments, subjects know the distributions from which preference orderings and value of the intermediate option are drawn. They also know at the start of an election their own ordering and value. In the uninformed treatment this is all that the subjects know when deciding whether or not to vote. With full information in each round, before casting their vote, subjects are informed about the realization of the aggregate preferences orderings and for each preference ordering, they are also told the realized distribution of intermediate preferences. Table 1 gives an example of the information provided.

Table 1. Example of Information Provided to Subjects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preference Ordering</th>
<th>Intermediate Value = 3</th>
<th>Intermediate Value = 8</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A B C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B C A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C A B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. This table shows an example of the information provided to subjects in the full information treatment. Each row provides information about one of the possible preference orderings. Cells in columns 2 and 3 indicate the number of voters (including the subject concerned) in the electorate with value of the intermediate option of 3 or 8, respectively. Cells in the final column show the aggregate number for that row. In the aggregate information treatment, only the first and last columns were shown.

The remaining treatment lies between uninformed and full disclosure of preferences. With aggregate information subjects know the aggregate preferences, but not the realized distribution of the intermediate values, i.e., they know only the prior distribution. This is done by providing only the first and last columns of Table 1, with subjects being aware that intermediate values may vary across voters.

Every experimental electorate experienced the same realizations of the random distribution of preference orderings, making it possible to directly compare across groups. This is the same realization as used for the homogeneous treatment in MT11 (c.f. Appendix C). The realization of the value for the intermediate option was also the same across groups.

---

10 This is the (important) difference with TS11, where the payoff to the intermediate option was fixed in a session (either 3 or 8) and equal for all participants.
The experiment was computerized using z-tree [27]. Ten sessions were run at the CREED laboratory at the University of Amsterdam in June 2009. 204 subjects\textsuperscript{11} participated, allowing for 17 independent electorates\textsuperscript{12}. In addition to a show-up fee of €7, subjects were paid €0.05 per experimental point. Average earnings were €20.07, including the show-up fee. Each session lasted about one and a half hours.

4. Results

This results section will focus on analyzing the two main questions addressed in this paper: (i) what is the behavioral effect of heterogeneity on the level of strategic voting; (ii) which component of the information is more relevant for voting behavior: information on the aggregate preference ordering or information about the intensity of preferences. In the analysis to follow we first look at the comparative statics concerning the value of the intermediate option holding the remaining variables constant and then, holding fixed the intermediate value, we look at the effect of heterogeneity and/or information. Statistical tests are non-parametric, using average behavior of (sub-groups of) voters per electorate as the unit of observation. The grouping should be clear from the text. The statistical testing takes into account that sub-groups of voters within the same electorate are not independent.

4.1. Election Winner

A first question regards the election winner. More specifically we are interested in the probability that the candidate with the largest sincere support wins an election. As in TS11, we denote this candidate as the “Majoritarian Candidate”. Figure 5 shows the winning probability by the majoritarian candidate under each information setting\textsuperscript{13}.

Notice that for the homogeneous treatments the addition of information increases the winning probability of the majoritarian candidate by 22 percentage points.\textsuperscript{14} To check for the effect of preference heterogeneity, we compare the homogeneous and heterogeneous uninformed treatments with their full information counterparts (first and last pairs of bars in Figure 5). It is clear from the graph that differences between the two treatments are small, both without information and with full information. Within each information treatment, the differences are indeed statistically indistinguishable for the uninformed sessions (Mann-Whitney (MW) rank-sum test, $Z = 0.316, p = 0.751, N = 17$) as well as for the (fully) informed sessions ($MW, Z = -0.237, p = 0.813, N = 18$).

\textsuperscript{11} Subjects that participated in the homogeneous sessions were not allowed to take part in the new set of sessions.
\textsuperscript{12} There were 5 uninformed electorates, 6 electorates with aggregate information and 6 electorates with full information.
\textsuperscript{13} Results for homogeneous settings (taken from TS11) are included for comparison. For these sessions, we average over treatments with low and high intermediate values.
\textsuperscript{14} This result may seem somewhat counterintuitive, especially considering that there is more sincere voting in the uninformed case. Apparently, strategic votes increase the probability of the Majoritarian Candidate winning when voters are informed. In this sense information works as a coordination device (TS11). Given our interest in the effects of heterogeneity, further discussion of this result is beyond the scope of this paper, however.
Notes. Bars show for each treatment the fraction of elections won by the majoritarian candidate, counting as 0.5 (0.33) cases involving a two-way (three-way) tie, before the random tie breaking procedure. Appendix D provides the graph when excluding such ties. Note that information in the homogenous treatment is always full, because subjects (know that they) do not differ in value for the intermediate option.

To check the relative importance of the two kinds of information, we consider the aggregate information treatment. Note that in this treatment subjects have the same information about aggregate preferences as in full information, but no information regarding the intensity of preferences. From the graph it is clear that there is no substantial difference between the winning probability of the majoritarian candidate in the aggregate and full information treatments. Indeed, the difference turns out to be statistically insignificant ($MW, Z = 1.137, p = 0.256, N = 12$). This indicates that information about the aggregate distribution of preferences is sufficient to explain the probability increase in the full information treatment. Next, we will consider in more detail the voting patterns in distinct treatments.

4.2. Aggregate Behavior

We start by analyzing the uninformed treatments. Figure 6 shows the average fraction of strategic votes by period in the uninformed electorates, grouped by value of the intermediate option. A first look at the graphs suggest that there is more strategic voting when the intermediate value is high and that there is little difference between the homogeneous and heterogeneous treatments for given value of the intermediate option. These suggestions are confirmed by statistical tests, in line with behavioral predictions 1 and 2. Specifically, in line with prediction 1, strategic voting observed in voters with high intermediate value is statistically different from voters with low intermediate value both under heterogeneous preferences (Wilcoxon ($W$) signed-rank test, $Z = -2.023, p = 0.043, N = 5$) and under homogeneous preferences ($MW, Z = -2.882, p = 0.004, N = 12$). As for prediction 2, non-parametric tests cannot reject the hypothesis that heterogeneity has no effect on strategic voting when the intermediate value is high ($MW, Z = -0.365, p = 0.715, N = 11$), nor when it is low ($MW, Z ≈ 0, p ≈ 1.000, N = 11$).
Figure 6. Experimental Data and Predictions: Uninformed Treatment.

Notes. Lines show the three-period moving average of the fraction of strategic votes in the uninformed heterogeneous (left panel) and uninformed homogeneous (right panel). The latter is taken from Figure 6a in MT11. Dashed (solid) lines refer to low (high) intermediate values. Horizontal lines show the MLE predictions (for $\mu = 0.55$).

Also important to notice is that behavior is very much in line with the equilibrium predictions of the Quantal Response Equilibrium model. For these predictions, we use value $\mu = 0.55$ for the noise parameter, which was obtained by ML estimation using data from a pilot session run for the homogenous treatment (see TS11 for more details). Figure 6 shows that observations for $u_i^m = 3$ are close to the predicted level for both the homogeneous and heterogeneous cases. For $u_i^m = 8$, there is slightly less strategic voting than predicted, but—as indicated above—the comparative static prediction of more strategic voting than for $u_i^m = 3$ is supported in both cases.

Figure 7 shows similar graphs for the informed treatments. Again in line with behavioral prediction 1, voters with a high intermediate value are more likely to cast a strategic vote than voters with a low intermediate value (for the aggregate information, heterogeneous electorates: $W, Z = -2.201, p = 0.028, N = 6$; for the full information, heterogeneous electorates: $W, Z = -2.201, p = 0.028, N = 6$; for the full information, homogeneous electorates: $MW, Z = -2.882, p = 0.004, N = 12$).

When checking for the effect of heterogeneity on average behavior, behavioral prediction 3 finds partial support. It predicts no effect of heterogeneity. For the voters with high intermediate option, there is indeed no statistically significant effect (Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test, $\chi^2 = 0.327, p = 0.849, N = 18$), whereas for the voters with low intermediate value there is (KW, $\chi^2 = 9.564, p = 0.008, N = 18$). This difference is due to the higher rate of strategic voting by homogeneous voters (16.87%) compared to heterogeneous voters (12.62%). In contrast to the case without information, when information is provided, heterogeneity does reduce the extent of strategic voting for voters who attribute a relatively low value to the intermediate option.
Figure 7. Experimental Data and Predictions: Informed Treatments.

Notes. Lines show the 3-period moving average of the fraction of strategic votes. The top left (right) panel shows the aggregate (full) information case with heterogeneous preferences and the lower panel show the homogenous case. “Low” and “High” refer to the value of the intermediate option. Note that the MLE prediction in a round depends on the realized distribution of preferences, the realized intensity of preferences and voter’s information. Results for the homogenous case are taken from TS11.

Recall that information may concern the realized distribution of preference orderings alone, or in combination with the realizations on intermediate valuations. We consider which type of information affects strategic behavior most strongly. Our evidence indicates that the value realizations add little to the effect of aggregate information about preferences. This is in line with behavioral prediction 4. It can be seen from the lack of statistical difference when comparing the two heterogeneous informed treatments in Figure 7. For low intermediate values: MW, $Z = -0.080$, $p = 0.936$, $N = 12$; for high intermediate values: MW, $Z = 0.0160$, $p = 0.873$, $N = 12$). In other words, heterogeneity of preferences diminishes strategic voting (when the intermediate value is low), but detailed information about the intensity of preferences does not add to this effect.

Finally, behavioral prediction 5 concerns the comparative static of strategic behavior in the uninformed treatments versus the informed treatments. As predicted for the heterogeneous treatments,
this average is higher with information (compare the first two panels of Figure 7 to the first panel in Figure 6). The differences are statistically significant (for low intermediate values: MW, \( Z = -2.485, p = 0.013, N = 17 \); for high intermediate values: MW, \( Z = -1.899, p = 0.058, N = 17 \)). In TS11, we observed a similar effect of information for the homogeneous case.

4.3. Strategic Voting by Rank-Type

Next, we focus specifically on the informed treatments. As outlined above, in these treatments we can group subjects according to their Rank-Type. Figure 8 shows the average fraction of strategic voting for each Rank-Type, grouped by the value of the intermediate option. For each Rank-Type, the figure separately shows strategic voting under each informed treatment.

First note that—as expected—Rank 1st voters rarely vote strategically. For each intermediate value, Rank 3rd voters are most likely to vote strategically. The differences are significant when comparing to both Rank 2nd and Rank 1st voters, both for low intermediate values and for high intermediate values (W, \( Z = -2.201, p = 0.0277, N = 6 \); for all pairwise comparisons). This is in line with an intuition from Duverger’s Law and behavioral prediction 6. The comparative statics within Rank-Typte of intermediate value are as expected, since the fraction of strategic voting is statistically higher when the importance of the intermediate option is high, for each and every group (\( p < 0.05 \) for all comparisons, using W or MW test where appropriate, \( N = 6 \)).

Figure 8. Level of Strategic Voting by Rank-Type

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fraction of Strategic Voting</th>
<th>Rank 1st</th>
<th>Rank 2nd</th>
<th>Rank 3rd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Information, Heterogenous</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Bars" /></td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Bars" /></td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Bars" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Information, Heterogenous</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Bars" /></td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Bars" /></td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Bars" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full Information, Homogeneous</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Bars" /></td>
<td><img src="image8" alt="Bars" /></td>
<td><img src="image9" alt="Bars" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. Bars show the fraction of vote that was strategic, grouped by the value of the intermediate option. Voter Rank-Typte are distinguished along the horizontal axis and treatments by the color of the bar. Results for the homogeneous case are taken from TS11.

When checking for the effect of heterogeneity, our results do not provide support for behavioral predictions 7 and 8. It was predicted from the QRE analysis that for voters with high intermediate value, heterogeneity would increase the likelihood of a strategic vote for Rank 2nd voters and reduce it for Rank 3rd voters (behavioral predictions 7 and 8). The general result is, if any, a reduction in the
strategic voting probability for Rank 2nd voters\textsuperscript{15} and no reduction for Rank 3rd voters\textsuperscript{16}. Moreover, with the exception of Rank 3rd voters with high intermediate value, all comparative statics indicate a lower probability under heterogeneity when compared to homogeneity. This seems to indicate that when the complexity of the situation increases, subjects tend to move to simpler heuristics, such as sincere voting. We will return to this point, below.

When investigating which element of the information provided is determinant of strategic behavior, the evidence is once more in favor of the aggregate information. For the comparison of aggregate to full information we cannot reject the null hypothesis of these coming from the same distribution on any sub-group (W, N = 12, all p > 0.46), with the exception of the sub-group of heterogeneous Rank 3rd voters with high intermediate values (W, Z = 2.262, p = 0.024, N = 6). Therefore, the additional information on the intensity seems to have little effect on strategic voting behavior, even when considering voters in subgroups, based on their rank.

All in all, heterogeneity seems to reduce the overall level of strategic voting. However, the differences across Rank-Types and the differences between low and high intermediate options are much more pronounced than the effect of heterogeneity. These results provide further support to two claims. First, the main comparative statics reported in in TS11 on the effects of information and intermediate value on strategic voting are robust with respect to preference heterogeneity. Second, information about aggregate orderings is driving these results.

5. Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have studied the effect of preference heterogeneity in strategic voting and its interaction with information. We also investigated which element of the information provided to voters is more relevant to understand and predict behavior. We built on the model introduced in our companion paper TS11. In that model, only the preference ordering distinguishes between voters; the intensity of the preferences is kept homogeneous. We introduce here heterogeneity by allowing the intensity of preferences to vary within an electorate (and across rounds). This also allows us to decompose the information provided to voters into two pieces: information about the aggregate preferences and information concerning the intensity of those preferences.

Our experimental data support most of the behavioral predictions derived from the model. In particular, we observe (i) that strategic voting increases as the value of a voter’s second best option increases and (ii) more strategic voting occurs with information than without. Also, (iii) Rank-3rd voters are more likely to vote strategically than other voters. Partial support is obtained concerning the effect of heterogeneity. We observe no effect of heterogeneity for uninformed voters (as predicted) but a negative effect on informed voters, when the prediction was also neutral. Hence, (iv) heterogeneity decreases strategic voting when voters are informed about the distribution of preferences. Moreover,

\textsuperscript{15} We obtain the following p-values for W, N = 12 compared to voters in the Full Information, Homogeneous Electorates. Aggregate Electorates, u_i^m = 3: p = 0.016; Aggregate Electorates, u_i^m = 8: p = 0.199; Full Information Electorates, u_i^m = 3: p = 0.037; Full Information Electorates, u_i^m = 8: p = 0.077.

\textsuperscript{16} We obtain the following p-values for W, N = 12 compared to voters in the Full Information, Homogeneous Electorates. Aggregate Electorates, u_i^m = 3: p = 0.146; Aggregate Electorates, u_i^m = 8: p = 0.015, in the opposite direction; Full Information Electorates, u_i^m = 3: p = 0.053, Full Information Electorates, u_i^m = 8: p = 0.421.
(v) both Rank-2nd (against prediction) and Rank-3rd (as predicted) voters are negatively affected by heterogeneity. Finally, data support the behavioral prediction that (vi) information about the aggregate preferences is determinant for behavior. We observe that the additional information about intensity of preferences add very little to behavior both in the theoretical analyses and in the experimental data.

We conclude that the overall effect of heterogeneity is a reduction in the probability of a strategic vote. This is in line with general argumentations about bounded rationality, which point to a choice of simpler heuristics, such as sincere voting, once the complexity of the environment increases. It seems reasonable to assume that compared to the homogenous case, heterogeneity makes the environment much more complex for a voter to oversee. Now, she not only needs to take into account that other voters may think differently about what are the best (and second-best) alternatives, she also has to contemplate that some voters care more about their second best than others. It is quite intuitive that this would lead more voters to choose the “simpler” option of voting for the alternative they like best. In terms of effect size, however, heterogeneity comes second to both the value of a voter’s second best option as to her Rank-Type. This indicates that the general comparative static results reported in TS11 are stable even in this more complex environment.

Before one can derive possible policy implications from our results, future analysis is needed that test their robustness to increased electorate size and different subject pools. For this purpose, one can think of field experiments with online elections, for example. We consider such field experiments as a natural next step on the way to better understanding strategic voting and the effects of preference heterogeneity.
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Appendix A. A Selection of Nash Equilibria

In this appendix we give an overview of the Nash equilibria that are selected in the limit of the principal branch of the Multinomial Logit Correspondence. For reasons explained below, we do so only for the uninformed and aggregate information treatments.

Uninformed

In the uninformed treatment, the Nash equilibrium involves sincere voting by all voters.

Aggregate Information

In this treatment, informed voters know (only) the number of voters for each preference ordering (not what others’ intermediate values are). Hence, in equilibrium, they can base their choice on the distribution across preference orderings (and on their own preference ordering and intermediate value). Table A1 gives the selected Nash equilibria for each such distribution (i.e., the probabilities of voting sincerely or strategically. The probability of voting for the third option is 1 minus these probabilities. Group 1 is defined as the group supporting the Majoritarian Candidate; Group 2 (3) ranks this candidate second (third).

Full Information

In this treatment, informed voters know the number of voters for each preference ordering and what others’ intermediate values are. Hence, in equilibrium, they can base their choice on the distribution across preference orderings as well as on the distribution of high and low intermediate value for each possible realization of preference orderings (and, of course on their own preference ordering and intermediate value).

For example, for the distribution 4,4,4 (the second row in Table A1), there are 125 possible configurations of intermediate values. To see this, we indicating by \([n, m]\), \(n + m = 4\), the number of voters with \([\text{low}, \text{high}]\) intermediate value in a group. There are five possible configurations in each group \(([4, 0]; [3, 1]; [2, 2]; [1, 3]; [0, 4])\). This gives \(5^3 = 125\) configurations for the second row of Table A1, alone.

In total, there are 2148 such configurations. Instead of providing them all here, we offer them available upon request.
**Table A1.** Nash equilibria aggregate information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Composition</th>
<th>Group 1, $u^m = 3$</th>
<th>Group 1, $u^m = 8$</th>
<th>Group 2, $u^m = 3$</th>
<th>Group 2, $u^m = 8$</th>
<th>Group 3, $u^m = 3$</th>
<th>Group 3, $u^m = 8$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SinCere Strategic</td>
<td>SinCere Strategic</td>
<td>SinCere Strategic</td>
<td>SinCere Strategic</td>
<td>SinCere Strategic</td>
<td>SinCere Strategic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 4 4</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>0.753 0.247</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>0.753 0.247</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>0.753 0.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 3 4</td>
<td>1.000 0.000</td>
<td>0.610 0.390</td>
<td>0.008 0.992</td>
<td>- 1.000</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 4 3</td>
<td>1.000 0.000</td>
<td>0.611 0.389</td>
<td>0.005 0.995</td>
<td>- 1.000</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 5 2</td>
<td>1.000 0.000</td>
<td>0.611 0.389</td>
<td>0.004 0.996</td>
<td>- 1.000</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 1 5</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>- 1.000</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 2 4</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 3 3</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>- 1.000</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 4 2</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 5 1</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- 1.000</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 6 0</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>- 1.000</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 0 5</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 1 4</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 2 3</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 3 2</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 4 1</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 5 0</td>
<td>1.000 -</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 0 4</td>
<td>1.000 0.000</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.335 0.334</td>
<td>0.338 0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 1 3</td>
<td>1.000 0.000</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.335 0.334</td>
<td>0.338 0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 2 2</td>
<td>1.000 0.000</td>
<td>0.343 0.329</td>
<td>0.343 0.329</td>
<td>0.343 0.329</td>
<td>0.335 0.334</td>
<td>0.337 0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 3 1</td>
<td>1.000 0.000</td>
<td>0.343 0.329</td>
<td>0.343 0.329</td>
<td>0.343 0.329</td>
<td>0.335 0.334</td>
<td>0.337 0.337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 4 0</td>
<td>1.000 0.000</td>
<td>0.342 0.329</td>
<td>0.342 0.329</td>
<td>0.342 0.329</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 0 3</td>
<td>0.999 0.000</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.359 0.346</td>
<td>0.389 0.390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 1 2</td>
<td>0.999 0.000</td>
<td>0.421 0.293</td>
<td>0.416 0.301</td>
<td>0.357 0.342</td>
<td>0.381 0.379</td>
<td>0.379</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 2 1</td>
<td>0.999 0.000</td>
<td>0.298 0.406</td>
<td>0.306</td>
<td>0.356 0.340</td>
<td>0.375 0.372</td>
<td>0.372</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 3 0</td>
<td>0.999 0.000</td>
<td>0.982 0.012</td>
<td>0.466 0.276</td>
<td>0.453 0.298</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 0 2</td>
<td>0.997 0.000</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.393 0.367</td>
<td>0.436 0.461</td>
<td>0.461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 1 1</td>
<td>0.997 0.000</td>
<td>0.483 0.268</td>
<td>0.471 0.288</td>
<td>0.389 0.355</td>
<td>0.429 0.435</td>
<td>0.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 2 0</td>
<td>0.996 0.000</td>
<td>0.466 0.276</td>
<td>0.453 0.298</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 0 4</td>
<td>0.994 0.000</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.424 0.382</td>
<td>0.452 0.503</td>
<td>0.503</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 1 5</td>
<td>0.992 0.000</td>
<td>0.615 0.237</td>
<td>0.495 0.289</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 0 0</td>
<td>0.988 0.000</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
<td>0.333 0.333</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix B. Experimental Instructions

In this appendix we provide a transcript of the experimental instructions. The paragraphs denoted in italics were omitted in the uninformed treatment. In the treatment with aggregate information the first paragraph in italics was included and in the treatment with full information the paragraph in brackets was included instead.

Welcome

Welcome to this experiment in decision-making. Please read these instructions carefully. They will explain the situations you will be facing and the decisions you will be asked to make.

In this experiment you will earn money, which will be paid to you privately at the end of the session. Your earnings will depend on your decisions as well as on the decisions of other participants in today’s experiment.

Your earnings in the experiment will be in experimental “points”. At the end of the experiment, each experimental point will be exchanged for euros at a rate of 0.05 per point. For example, if you earn 200 points, your earnings will be 10 euro. In addition, you have already received 7 euro for showing up on time.

Rounds and Decisions

In this experiment, you will play various rounds. The total number of rounds will not be revealed, however. In each round, you will be asked to make exactly one decision.

Your decision in any round consists in voting for one of the options: A, B or C. The electorate consists of 12 people whose identities will not be revealed. This electorate will be kept fixed during the whole experiment. Each member of the electorate will have the same three options to vote from.

The option elected will be the one receiving the highest number of votes (out of 12). In case of a tie, one of the options with the highest number of votes will be randomly selected with equal chance.

Your Preference Ordering

In each round you will be assigned a preference ordering which will determine your earnings according to the winner of the vote.

Your preference ordering, and the preference ordering of your colleagues, can be one of the following:

A B C
B C A
C A B

In case the elected option is the option listed first you will receive 10 points;
In case the elected option is the option listed second you will receive X points;
In case the elected option is the option listed last you will receive 1 point.

In each round, each of the 3 preference orderings will be attributed to each person independently with equal chance.
Also, in each round, we will randomly choose an $X$ for each person with equal chance of being 3 or 8. This will be done independently for each participant.

Therefore, an electorate will typically have some people with preference ordering A B C, others with B C A and others with C A B. In addition, some will receive 3 points if their middle option is selected and others will receive 8 points.

Note that your preference ordering and $X$ will often change from one round to another. Similarly, the preference ordering and $X$ of others will change from round to round.

Before you cast your vote, you will be informed of your own preference ordering and the points you will receive for your middle option ($X$) in that round. We advise that at the start of every round you take a moment to check this information.

In addition, at the start of every round, you will be informed how many participants in your electorate have been attributed to each of the three preference orderings. For example, you may hear that 5 voters have preference ordering A B C, 3 voters have B C A and 4 voters have C A B. You will not know others’ value for the middle option, however.

[In addition, at the start of every round, you will be informed how many participants in your electorate have been attributed to each of the three preference orderings and how many points they will get for the middle option ($X$). For example, you may hear that 2 voters have preference ordering A B C with $X=3$ and 3 with $X=8$; 1 voter have B C A with $X=3$ and 2 with $X=8$ and 2 voters have C A B with $X=3$ and 2 with $X=8$.]

**Trial Round**

Before we start with the actual experiment, there will be one trial round. This trial round proceeds in exactly the same way as the rounds in the experiment itself, but it will have no consequences for actual earnings.

**Appendix C. Random Draw Realizations**

Table C1 shows the realizations of the random draws for the preference distributions for the 40 elections. The same realizations were used in all electorates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Election</th>
<th>ABC</th>
<th>BCA</th>
<th>CAB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix D. Winning Probabilities

In this appendix we show for each treatment the fraction of elections won by the majoritarian candidate. Contrary to Figure 5 in the main text, here we exclude ties. We do so in two ways. Figure D1 shows the winning probabilities when we disregard all outcomes where there was a tie for first place. Figure D2 disregards all outcomes when sincere voting would yield a tie, i.e., all 4,4,4 and 5,5,2 configurations (there were no 6,6,0 configurations). Both figures show patterns that are very similar to those observed in Figure 5.
Figure D1. Majoritarian Candidate Winning Probability (excluding realized ties).

Figure D2. Majoritarian Candidate Winning Probability (excluding expected ties).
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